We propose here a thermodynamic theory for broadband networks relating quantities such as Grade of Service (GoS), bandwidth assignment, buer assignment, and bandwidth demand. We propose a scalability postulate for these four quantities. Useful thermodynamic type relationships are then derived. The scalability postulate and thermodynamic type relation are then reexamined via statistical methods using the moment generating function. Large deviation theory is applied and in the process, notions such as eective bandwidth are dened.
: First-order relations between extensive and intensive quantities 
where the second equality follows from Fenchel's theorem [3] . I 3 and ' 3 F denote the Legendre transforms of I and ' F respectively. Since F is convex, ' 3 F can be written as ' 3
By the convexity and lower semi-continuity of (), we have
Inserting ( 
When , C and B are scaled together by a large (keeping and thus xed), we observe from (19) that the logarithm of the loss probability is also scaled by . Hence, the GoS equation for M/M/C/C+B queue is scalable.
Appendix B
In this appendix we present the assumptions under which G artner-Ellis Theorem holds. Consider a sequence of random vectors Z n 2 < d which has a logarithmic moment generating The logarithm of the loss probability is given by log p B = log(1 0 ) 0 log(1 0 B ) + B log where = = < 1 is the utilization factor with and denoting the arrival and transmission rates respectively. The logarithm of the loss probability is asymptotically given by log p B = B log (18) since log(1 0 ) and log(1 0 B ) become very small compared to B log . When , and B are all scaled by a large ( is kept constant), the GoS equation (18) shows that the logarithm of the loss probability is scaled by . B. M/M/C/C+B:
The logarithm of the loss probability is given by log p C+B = log p 0 + C log C 0 log C! + (C + B) log where = =C < 1 is the utilization factor with and denoting the arrival rate and transmission rate per channel respectively and p 0 is given by p 0 = When C is large, using Stirling's formula we obtain log p C+B = log p 0 + (C + B) log + C C l (G r l ; N l ; B l ) = G r l l
The algorithm also requires the exchange of the necessary information between components. The stability of the routing method need to be addressed. A bandwidth reservation technique similar to the trunk reservation method used in circuit-switched networks may be incorporated into the algorithm.
In this paper we have addressed the problem of identifying the fundamental relations between quantities such as Grade of Service, transmission capacity, buer resources and trac demand in a network. The way these parameters scale with respect to each other denes the set of very useful intensive variables; and in this context the problem of eective bandwidth for buered resources is revisited. These parameters can be obtained either analytically or by measurements; and emprical methods to measure these quantities are discussed. The theory is applied to networks with dynamic routing and the probabilities of rare events expressed in conjunctive forms are characterized by using large deviations theory. Further research in this area should be directed at the scalability problem in general systems, measurement methods and stability issues. method [2] used for circuit-switched networks. The EBNR mechanism is applicable to any network containing both unbuered and buered resources. The routing decisions are done according to the following criteria. For a connection to be established we choose the path that maximizes the residual eective bandwidth. The residual eective bandwidth on a path is determined by the component of the path with the smallest residual eective bandwidth. The motivation for this rule is twofold. First, the eective bandwidth is a good measure of the required bandwidth to achieve a given GoS criteria on a component as a function of the trac demand and buer size. Second, as proven in Section 4, the probability of a congestion on a path is dominated by the most congested component and the residual eective bandwidth is a measure of congestion. where component l on path P k is the one that achieves the minimum in (15). Otherwise, the connection request is rejected. The actual GoS G l may be larger or smaller than the required GoS G r l . When the number of trac sources using component l is large, the right hand side of (16) can be approximated by the derivative of the aggregate eective bandwidth with respect to N i given in Table 3 The loss probability between s and d with multiple paths is given asymptotically by the loss probability of the most congested (s; d)-cutset. The probability of congestion for a cutset can be computed by numerical dierentiation for the solution of the corresponding Laplace parameter for each link in the cutset. It is noteworthy that for events consisting of sub-events, the right hand side of (14) is an upperbound, not just an asymptotic result.
If the function I(x) is continuous on the boundaries of the sets fF j g M j=1 , then the inmum taken over the closure set F j will be same as the inmum taken over F j . In this case, by using the lower bound in the G artner-Ellis theorem we conclude that the upper bound is actually reached as the limit.
Eective Bandwidth Network Routing and Conclusion
In this section we propose a dynamic network routing strategy for which decisions are based on the residual eective bandwidth on network components. This policy is similar to RTNR is obtained by using the concavity of C j j 0 j ( j ), with 3 j dened in the statement of the theorem. 2 Next we look at the probability that all paths between s and d are congested. In proving the following result we use the disjunctive form proved in Lemma 4.1, in order to be able to express the set corresponding to congestion as a union of convex sets. The theorem states that the probability of a rare event is dominated by the most critical cutset. It is also mentioned as a consequence that when the links in a cutset are independent, the upper bound can be written as a sum over links constituting the critical cutset, where each term corresponds to the exponent of the upper bound for individual links. for any open G, where I(x) is the Legendre transform of () dened by
where () = lim n!1 n ()=n and n () = log E[e <;Z n > ].
In the n-th network for a path P i 2 P sd ,
where Z ij denotes the utilization on link l ij .
Before discussing the applications of G artner-Ellis theorem for alternative routing in highspeed networks, we present the following min-max theorem which will be used later in the proofs of Theorems 4.3 and 4.4. The proof of the theorem is given in Appendix C. The following theorem states that the probability that P i is congested is given by the most congested link along P i . where G i = fx : x 0 and x j > C j for some j such that l j 2 P i g and G i denotes the closure of G i . Dene F j = fx : x 0 and x j > C j g. We have G i = S l j 2P i F j .
fF j g are closed and convex, hence we can apply min-max theorem. negative exponents, which is dominated by the term with the exponent of smallest magnitude (Laplace's principle).
This result can be applied to a queueing network, where A n denotes the event that a packet will be lost at some buer on its route. Z n is the random vector corresponding to buer occupancies and S is the set of points for which the occupancy of one of the buers on the path exceeds the buer size. The computation of this probability requires the analysis of the queue with largest loss probability along the path. Thus, using this analysis all methods applicable to a single buer can be extended to a network of buers. In the remaining part of this section we analyze the congestion between two nodes in a network.
We evaluate the probability of events expressed in the disjunctive form derived earlier in this section in Lemma 4.1. We consider a network with C = (C 1 ; : : : ; C M ) T denoting a threshold vector above which congestion occurs. This threshold vector may contain both transmission and buering constraints. The network operates under alternative routing, where a connection request blocked on a path can try other paths. A connection request is rejected when all paths between origin and destination are blocking. The notion of a path here is more general than a physical path of links in a circuit-switched network. Paths could be considered as a constituent comprising an alternative and links could be considered as components of a path which may be a transmission or a buering facility. () is the logarithmic moment generating function corresponding to a measure of congestion. We show that when the threshold vector and amount of the trac are increased together, asymptotically the loss probability on a path is given by the most congested link along the path. We then characterize the congestion between a node pair which corresponds to the congestion of all possible paths.
Consider a sequence of networks indexed by n. Let the random vector Z n denote a measure of utilization in the n-th network. Let C n denote the vector corresponding to congestion thresholds in the n-th network. We set E[Z n ] = nE[Z 1 ] and C n = nC so that the ratios of average utilizations to congestion thresholds are kept xed. Assume that the logarithmic moment generating function n () of Z n satises the assumptions of G artner-Ellis theorem given in Appendix B. This lemma is useful in two ways as we shall see later. First, it simplies the calculation by expressing the events in terms of critical cutsets. Second, the disjunctive expression of the event is critical in the following proofs.
Consider a sequence of networks indexed by n (each having the same topology), where Z n denotes a random vector representing a set of random variables each corresponding to a resource occupancy measure in the n-th network. We assume that E[Z n ] = nE[Z 1 ], i.e., the average values of the random variables constituting Z n increase linearly as n gets larger. Let A n be an event corresponding to congestion in the n-th network, that can be written as a union of sub-events such that A n = We show that the probability of A n as n ! 1 is governed by the probability of the subevent with the largest probability. The motivation under this result lies in the fact that the probability of A n can be upperbounded (by union bound) as a sum of exponentials with large
in Conjunctive Form
Earlier discussion was primarily focused on the single component systems even though the extensive and intensive parameters can be dened as vector quantities for multi-component systems. In the rest of the paper we shall be dealing with multi-component systems using the G artner-Ellis Theorem. An event in a multi-component system can be written as a logical expression and the set of points corresponding to an event can be expressed in a conjunctive form, namely the intersection of union of subsets, where each subset represents the set of points corresponding to a sub-event.
In this section, by using the theory of large deviations, we show that the asymptotical probability of a rare event, that can be expressed as a union of a set of sub-events, in a network is governed by the sub-event with the largest probability. As an illustration of the results, consider the graph in Figure 11 corresponding to a network with alternative routing. P and M denote respectively the set of paths and the set of cutsets between nodes s and d. Our results show that the probability of the event for a single path is given exclusively by the most critical link on the path. The probability of the event for all paths in P is given by the most critical cutset in M, which can be obtained by using the logarithmic moment generating function. The results apply to networks with unbuered or buered resources. In the following analysis the occurrence probability of a rare event is evaluated by using the logarithmic moment generating function which can be expressed analytically if possible or measured by monitoring the statistical quantities relevant for the computation of the rare event.
Let G = (N; E) be the graph corresponding to the network. P sd = fP 1 ; : : : ; P m g denotes the set of all possible paths between nodes s and d, where P i = (l i1 ; : : : ; l iq i ); l ij 2 E is the j-th link in P i and q i is the number of links in P i . We assume that a rare event A corresponding to nodes s and d can be written in a conjunctive form, which is intersection of union of events, (13) where A ij is an event corresponding to link l ij .
T and S denote the intersection and union of events respectively. A typical event that can be expressed in the form (13) buering. @C=@N and @B=@N are the shadow prices for capacity and buer relative to trac demand. These two partial derivatives, which are given as ratios among the intensive parameters i , , and are useful for resource allocation and admission control. They will be used later for dynamic routing. To apply the above thermodynamical and statistical theories, it is necessary to develop either analytical or experimental methods to measure parameters such as , , , or i . Among these parameters is probably the most important and can be measured on line using the following procedure.
Denote the moment generating function as (), i.e., () = ln (). Consider in discrete time step k, we obtained a measurement X k , which is the average value of parameters such as bit rate or buer occupancy over the duration of the time step. Here, X k could be a vector with k being the associated vector of marginal prices. For simplicity of notations, we treat X k as a scalar instead.
In each iteration, we upgrade the following values.
hand side of (6), namely,
The Laplace parameters and are chosen to maximize the value of G. Since (; ) is convex, and , which maximize the right hand side of (6) , are the solutions to the equations @ (; ) @ = C; @ (; ) @ = B (8) where both partial derivatives are taken with C, N and B are kept xed.
There is a remarkable similarity between equation (7), i.e., G = C + B 0 (; ), and the Euler equation (3) resulting from the scalability postulate, i.e., G = C 0 N + B. In (3), = @G=@C and = @G=@B by denition, which we now derive from (7) and (8) where the last equality follows from (8) . Similarly, we obtain @G @B (7) is linearly scalable in C, B and N i , then by using (9), (10) and (11) we can write (; ) as Table 3 lists the rst-order relations between extensive and intensive quantities obtained by using Cherno bound. The remaining equations can be obtained from (8) , (9), (10) The intensive variables , and i can be used to explore the dierential relations between extensive variables as listed in Table 3 . For example, @G=@C and @G=@B represent the shadow from other measured partial derivatives. All Maxwell relations are listed in Table 2 . We note that the derivation of Maxwell relations does not require the scalability property.
So far the discussion has been general. Though the equations present useful relationships between the quantities, no practical means is provided to compute their values. A particular method of computation is given by using large deviations theory. The suggested analogy between the parameters of a network versus the parameters of thermodynamics will then be claried.
Large Deviations Theory Applied to Network
The scalability of GoS is largely a consequence of considering the asymptotic behavior of the exponent for GoS gures of interest, such as the loss probability p. Typically, such GoS is plotted on a logarithmic scale on the Y-axis versus a linear scale for other parameters of interests, such as buer size, trac load, or capacity on the X-axis. It is often observed [10, 12] that log p=B becomes a constant for large B, and hence indicating an asymptotically linear scaling of GoS with respect to buer size. On the other hand, log p often resembles a \water fall" for increasing C, if load is kept constant. However, the linear scaling of log p versus C is often restored if we allow load to scale linearly as C. In this case, the utilization level of the capacity is kept constant. Combining the scaling of GoS with respect to buer size with the scaling of GoS with respect to load and capacity, we formulated the scalability postulate of GoS with respect to buer size, trac load, and capacity in the previous section.
Large deviations theory has been used to obtain asymptotical results that apply to communication networks. The application of large deviations theory to statistical mechanics can be found in [9] . A better known technique of this theory is the Cherno bound used to bound the tail of random variables with known moment generating functions [11] . Cherno bound will be used to provide the link between thermodynamic theory of network and large deviations theory.
Consider a node where X and Y denote random variables corresponding to trac rate and buer occupancy respectively. The Cherno bound is derived as follows. (6) where f XY (x; y) and (; ) denote respectively the joint probability density and logarithmic moment generating functions of X and Y . We dene the GoS function G as given by the right of 1 unit bandwidth times 1 unit time) . In Figures 4-6 G vs C is plotted for dierent values of and . We observe that the linear scalability holds for even small values of B and C. In Figures 7-9 G vs. B is plotted while keeping C xed for dierent values of and C. We observe that G becomes a linear function of B as B increases. In Figure 10 the function g C (; ) vs. is plotted for dierent values of . The simplicity of these curves allows for further parametric reduction.
The intensive quantities dene the maximization of their associated extensive quantities when two systems are allowed to exchange the associated extensive quantities. To avoid the ordering of vector quantities, consider the case when all quantities in the EB equation or GoS equation are scalars. We use the GoS equation and consider the maximization of G 1 + G 2 subject to C 1 + C 2 = C, a constant. Hence when the sum GoS is maximized
which implies the equalization of = @G=@C when sum of GoS is maximized subject to C 1 + C 2 = C. It is noteworthy a dual form of this maximization, namely the minimization of C 1 + C 2 subject to the sum of GoS being kept constant at G, yields the same solution. This is analogous to the well-known equivalence of the energy minimum principle versus the entropy maximum principle in Thermodynamics. Similarly, we have the equalization of = @G=@B when the sum of GoS is maximized subject to B 1 + B 2 = B; as well as the equalization of = 0@G=@N when the sum of GoS is maximized subject to N 1 + N 2 = N. It is noteworthy that the scalability postulate is not invoked in this maximization. The intensive parameters could also be measured just as well as the extensive parameters. More research is necessary to facilitate their ecient measurement in networks. Given that we may measure the intensive parameters instead of the extensive parameters, dierent independent parameters could be chosen as the basis for further calculations. There are a total of 8 such bases, since we have a choice of either the extensive parameter or the associated intensive parameter for each independent variable of the GoS equation G(C; N; B). Let G P 1 P 2 P 3 be the function obtained by choosing (P 1 ; P 2 ; P 3 ) as the set of independent variables and let (Q 1 ; Q 2 ; Q 3 ) be the set of dependent variables with @G P 1 P 2 P 3 =@P i = Q i (this follows from the properties of Legendre transformation). By using the property that mixed partial derivatives are equal independent of the order of dierentiation, we write As mentioned we have 8 dierent choices of independent variables (P 1 ; P 2 ; P 3 ) among the intensive and extensive quantities. Also we can have 3 choices among (P 1 ; P 2 ; P 3 ) for taking second order partial dierentiation. Therefore, there are a total of 24 equations of the type (5), which are called Maxwell relations. These relations are useful for calculating partial derivatives (ii) The partial derivatives of G with respect to C, N, B are intensive, e.g., (C 1 ; N; B) . Using the scalability property (1), we obtain G = G (C 1 ; N; B) = G (C 1 ; N; B) , which implies that C 1 is the solution to the bandwidth equation C 1 = C(G; N; B).
(ii) The proof follows by dierentiating both sides of (1) with respect to C while keeping N and B xed.
(iii) Dierentiating both sides of (1) (4), we obtain the Euler form.
(iv) For given and , we have (C; N; B) being the scaling of (1; ; ) by C, and hence by the scalability property there exists a g C (; ) such that G = g C (; )C. An immediate application of linear scaling is that the performance of a queueing system can be obtained by scaling down the parameters of the system, computing the GoS for the scaled system through simulation and then rescaling the resulting GoS to obtain the GoS for the original system. This approach will provide computational savings over the direct study of the given system since the loss probability is much larger in the scaled down system. Since eective bandwidth function is also linearly scalable, the eective bandwidth for a system can be computed by scaling down the system. The Euler form of (3) for the GoS equation allows us to express G in terms of its marginals corresponding to intensive variables (in thermodynamics we have correspondingly the well-known energy equation E = T S + N 0 P V ). Equation (3) allows us to eliminate one variable and express the functional dependence more succinctly as stated in part (iv) of Theorem 2.1, which states that G is linear in C for given and .
In Figures 1-3 
This postulate, which seems implausible at rst sight is justiable a priori for the resulting elegant structures; and aposteriori for simple systems such as the M/M/1/B queue and the M/M/C/C+B queue (see Appendix A), and for systems with no buers (B = 0). The scalability property for the uid ow model is asymptotically shown in [19] for large C, B and N. In each of these cases, the GoS is dened as the negative logarithm of the loss probability.
The quantities C, G, N, B bears a certain remarkable parallel respectively with the thermodynamic quantities E, S, N, V as shall be pointed out later. This resemblance is due largely to the mathematical structures of scalable systems rather than physical resemblance, and hence one should not overextend the interpretation of the parallels. Nevertheless, Table 1 lists the analogous quantities between Thermodynamics and our network theory. The analogies made by Benes are stated in the third column. It is noteworthy that though there is a certain mathematical resemblance between our theory and that of Benes, the parameters and their interpretations are quite dierent between the two theories. Their applications are also dierent: Benes' work is largely concerned with enumerating equally likely states in a switching network, while we are concerned with computing GoS and EB using large deviation theory.
The These partial derivatives can be viewed as the shadow prices of capacity relative to GoS, trafc, and buering respectively 1 . The computation of these quantities depends on the underlying dynamics. In parallel for Thermodynamics, the corresponding equation is dE = @E @S dS + @E @N dN + @E @V dV = T dS + dN 0 P dV in which T represents the absolute temperature, represents the chemical potential of the particles, and P represents the pressure exerted by the volume. These quantities are intensive in the sense that scaling the system does not change these quantities. We summarize the implications of the scalability property (1) in the following theorem. bandwidth for multiple Markov modulated uid-ow sources sharing a statistical multiplexer with a large buer is obtained [10, 12] . Large deviation techniques have also been used to bound trac parameters to obtain exponential upper bounds on the queue length and delay in queueing networks [6, 8] . The application of Cherno bound for the waiting time of a single queue using martingales is given in [11] .
A limiting regime similar to the one used in Section 4 is discussed in [17] for Poisson arrival process and xed routing in a circuit-switched network. When the capacity of links and oered trac are increased together the blocking probability of a path is given by a product form, as if links are blocked independently. The analysis is also generalized to networks with alternative routing using Erlang xed point approximation. Independence assumption has been used in networks to evaluate the probability of joint events (Kleinrock's assumption for queueing networks and Lee's assumption for alternative routing). The dynamic routing method EBNR proposed in Section 5 is closely related to the Real-Time Network Routing (RTNR) policy [2] , in which routing decisions are based on the current number of idle circuits in each of the links throughout the network.
A Thermodynamical Theory of Network
The physical theory of thermodynamics is a fundamental study of the relation among macroscopic quantities such as volume V , energy E, entropy S, and the number of particles N. A typical relation is expressed in the functional form E(S; N; V ) among many other possible forms. These four quantities are termed extensive quantities in the sense that a functional quantity scales in the same manner as its arguments, i.e. E(S; N; V ) = E(S; N; V ). Certain physical laws, such as the conservation of energy (the rst law) and the non-decreasing entropy of closed systems (the second law) further constrain the evolution of these quantities in time.
A modest parallel in networking similarly deals with the functional form C(G; N; B), in which C represents capacity, G represents Grade of Service (GoS), N represents trac demand, and B represents buer resources. These could be vector quantities for entities throughout the network. We call this functional form the Eective Bandwidth (EB) equation, which gives the required bandwidth for carrying a trac intensity N with a buer size B, while meeting the GoS requirement G. The eective bandwidth is the minimum bandwidth required for satisfactory GoS, while an actual network may have more or less bandwidth than required. An alternative functional form, which is often more useful, is the GoS equation G(C; N; B) which gives the GoS for given network resources and trac.
So far, the denition of G is deliberately abstract, similar to the notion of entropy for Thermodynamics before the days of Statistical Mechanics. A fundamental question is whether these four network parameters are extensive, that is how they scale with respect to the other of system parameters such as the Grade of Service (GoS) G, the bandwidth in the network C, the buer capacity in the network B, and the bandwidth demands N. These quantities can be vector quantities denoting multiple commodities throughout the whole network. Basic relations are given among these extensive quantities and their corresponding intensive marginals. A fundamental postulate, called the scalability postulate, is used to derive a myriad of fundamental relationships. The approach taken is similar to that of the classical theory of Thermodynamics. Section 3 reexamines these quantities using large deviation theory and moment generating functions, focusing on the asymptotics and exponential behavior of such systems. The approach taken is similar to that of Statistical Mechanics, allowing description and computation of system parameters by modeling the microscopic dynamics. Section 4 applies large deviation theory to analyzing events of a conjunctive form, which is application to network routing using alternative paths of multiple links. Section 5 concludes the paper and proposes an application of the above theory called Eective Bandwidth Network Routing (EBNR).
A model of trac in interconnection networks using thermodynamics is presented in [4] . In his model the entropy of the system is dened as the Shannon entropy of the random variable denoting the state of the network. This entropy functional is not a measurable quantity on a real network contrary to the entropy dened in this paper. The statistical description of the trac in Benes' model is characterized only through average values and blocked calls are omitted which is an important performance measure of the network. Furthermore, his model can not be extended to multi-rate trac.
Large deviation techniques have been used to obtain the asymptotics for small probabilities in network applications. The relationship between between capacity, loss probability and oered trac for multi-rate trac on a blocking link is obtained by using transform domain methods [15] . The eect of changes in the parameters such as capacity and oered trac on the performance of the network for routing and capacity allocation problems is discussed in [18] . Hui [13, 14] used Cherno bound to compute the tail of the probability distribution for the Poisson oered trac and showed that for unbuered networks there is a notion of engineered bandwidth for each source, which depends on the statistics of the source as well as the characteristics of the channel. Kelly [16] extended the notion of eective bandwidth to GI/G/1 queues using Kingman's bound. The similarity between the eective bandwidths for unbuered and buered sources is also noted.
For queues driven by point arrival processes the uid-ow approximation is valid when the mean buer length and the buer size are large. The motivation for this approximation lies in the fact that the magnitudes of the discontinuous jumps are small as compared to the average queue length. Thus, the original discrete queue can be represented by a continuous uid ow. The tail probabilities for multiple on-o sources sharing a large buer is obtained with a uidow model [1] . Using large deviation techniques it is shown that the uid-ow approximation corresponds to the most probable path for continuous time Markov processes [19] . The eective
Introduction
Networks are large dynamical systems. The interactions of various components are complex, and the analytical computation of detailed phenomena very often is intractable, inaccurate, and sometimes irrelevant. Analytical approaches for network performance so far focus primarily on detailed and microscopic modeling and derivations of node and network dynamics. There is a need for a macroscopic theory which is more concerned with large quantities and qualitative behavior on a larger scale. There is also a need for a fundamental understanding concerning how these quantities scale respect to each other. Given the scale of the network and the large capacity of network components such as memory and capacity, we could be more interested in the asymptotes and exponents of aggregated quantities. Qualitative behavior such as conditions for system equilibrium may generate more insight concerning resource allocation and system control than a detailed calculation based on often unveriable data and models. Afterall chaotic phenomena, so prevalent in complex system, soon render such detailed calculations irrelevant. Instead, appropriately dened aggregated quantities, which could be measured via empirical methods and related using a macroscopic theory, could render a better understanding and engineering of complex broadband networks.
While we are still far from attaining such an understanding, this paper is an attempt to dene interesting quantities and relationships among these quantities. Section 2 examines a number
